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Striker eureka pacific rim

The Eureka striker is an Australian Mark-5 Jaeger designed to defend the coast of Australia against Kaiju. It was the first and only Mark-5 Jaeger in service and the last Jaeger to be built before its destruction in 2025. History Early combat history built five years before the closure of the Jaeger program, Striker Eureka was launched on 2
November 2019. Piloted by a father-son team, Hercules and Chuck Hansen, the Eureka striker is the strongest, fastest Jaeger currently in the field of fighting Kaiju. It's the first and only Mark-5 series of Jaeger, which holds the best stats of all the currently deployed Jaegers. Pan Pacific Defense Corps' Australian division has invested a
reported $100 billion in the construction of striker Eureka. [quote required] During his career, the Eureka striker has been accredited with more than nine murders before 2025. After a deterioration in defence of the Defence Corps against Kaiju, the Eureka striker is the last Jaeger active among the Australian and New Zealand army corps.
[note 1] In 2024, the United Nations decided to cut funding for the Jaeger Programme and disband its pilots. Striker Eureka and Hansensi retired early because they are no longer needed. [3] Incident in Mutavore January 2025[4], Sydney was attacked by Category IV Kaiju, Mutavore. Kaiju effortlessly breaks through anti-Kaia's wall and
attacks the city. The attacker is immediately deployed and engages the Mutavore at close range in the city as civilians flock to flee the streets that have turned to the battlefield. The gunman throws Kaia at the building where he is fighting Jaeger, trying to bite his Conn-Pod. The assailant breaks free and, using his anti-Kaiju missiles, kills
Kaia. This event occurs just one day after Jaeger was decommissioned, but luckily has not yet left the area. Despite the obvious need in Australia, the United Nations striker has moved to Hong Kong's Shatterdome with crimson typhoon, Cherno Alpha and Gipsy Danger, where he will continue his service for the last eight months of
funding available to Marshal Stacker Pentecost. Marshal's intention is to use Striker as a thermonuclear bomb carrier for the program's latest mission. The Crimson Typhoon, Cherno Alpha and Gipsy Danger would act as its protection and provide the time needed to bomb the Earth-linking Breach with Anteverse. [3] Hong Kong incident
attacker Eureka rushes to Cherno Alpha's aid. As the rest of the Defense Corps prepares for Operation Castle, the occurrence of a double event changes the circumstances of all four Jaegers. Crimson Typhoon, Cherno Alpha and Striker Eureka are deployed at Victoria Harbour where The Fathers are coming out and attacking the
Crimson Typhoon and Cherno Alpha. [3] The attacker was ordered to stay out of battle and defend the coast, a necessity for a mission of destruction in the Pacific by interfering with its ability to be an active participant. The unexpected arrival of Leatherback, the second Category IV, follows the destruction of the Crimson Typhoon and the
death of its pilots. Cherno Alpha is a double team of Fatherhi and Leatherback, prompting the Hansens to disobey Pentecost's orders and engage the enemy, but failing to save Cherno Alpha from destruction. They attack Fatherhi, gaining an advantage without major problems. However, as he prepares to finish Kaia with his missiles,
Leatherback strikes from behind and incapacitated striker Eureka with an EMP bang. [3] Trapped inside, the Hansens are forced to evacuate as Leatherback circles the Eueka attacker. The Hansens flee Conn-Pod, but Herc injures his hand when he throws himself into one of Conn's walls when Leatherback brushes Jaeger. At the top of
striker's head they are menasing Leatherback and shooting flares in two of his left eyes to divert attention from the city. Provoked, Leatherback prepares to smash striker Eureka when Gipsy Danger arrives on the scene in time to save him and his pilots from destruction. Gipsy Danger manages to kill Leatherback and Fatherhi on his alone
in separate engagements. Destroying the breach of the Eureka attacker after he was attacked by Slattern. On 12 January 2025, the Eureka attacker was repaired and prepared for a mission on the portal. With Herc injured, Pentecost takes his place as Chuck's co-pilot. Gipsy Danger and Striker were transported to the breach site and
lowered into the deepest part of the Pacific Ocean - Challenger Deep. Striker then prepares to deliver the load, but both Jaegers stop Scunner, Raija and Slattern. With the arrival of Category V Kaiju, others try to separate Gypsum from Striker in an ambush. Slattern attacks Striker with his three crowned tails, damaging his primary
weapon, a rocket launcher, and throwing him against an ocean wall. Rai and Scunner are crippled by Gipsy Danger, preventing her from helping the downed Jaeger. As striker Eureka recovers from the first attack, Slattern tackles Jaeger and uses his environment to cause further damage. Despite being a third the size of Slattern, the
Eureka striker cuts Slattern's throat and almost amputates both forehands with his Sting Blades. In the fight against Slattern, striker and cargo release were further damaged, preventing pilots from deploying the bomb. Pentecost and Chuck can't release the cargo manually. Deciding to destroy the remaining Kaia, Scunner and Slattern,
Pentecost calls on Gipsy Danger to come to the portal and use his nuclear reactor to destroy it. The Eureka attacker then arms the nuclear payload to buy Mako and Raleigh time. The ensuing Jaeger explosion succeeded in killing Scunner, at the cost of the pilot, but only severely wounded Slattern. [3] Features Eureka, Hong Kong. The
strongest and fastest of Jaeger, the fighting style of the Eureka striker is similar to that of a dirty boxer or a brutal brawler. [1] Said's style stems primarily from the combat style of his pilots, Chuck and Herc Hansen. The speed and agility of the Eureka attacker allows him to fight and kill Kaia far faster than the previous Jaeger series
produced[1], her T-16 Angel Wings acting as stabilizers to maintain aerodynamic balance during the turbulence of the burst fight. Striker Eureka's 4,211 Brass Knuckles are a temperature-resistant brass steel compound thrown around the joints of each finger extension, adding largely to the impact potential of each blow. In return, they are
backed by a pair of twins who can slip into assault mount 3.25 Sting-Blades laced with carbon nanotube energy that channels heat energy at temperatures above three hundred degrees Fahrenheit, capable of wounding and cauterizing Kaiju in close combat. The attacker's six-shot WMB2x90 anti-missile chest launcher with anti-Kaiju
tubes is equipped with eighteen K-Stunner individual warheads that kill Kaia by direct scoring[6]. The Eureka attacker contains a TY escape pod in the back of his Conn-Pod, allowing pilots to come forward facing defeat; and an escape hatch on top of his head similar to that of Coyote Tango. Finally, the 90ER11 amber platinum visor is
equipped with advanced photochromat displays, allowing for four planes of situational awareness. [1] Kaiju Killed Follows kaiju's list of names defeated by eurek attackers, assisted or independently. Kaiju Date Location Jaeger Team Mutavore 1/1/2025 Sydney, Australia Solo Scunner 1/12/2025 Challenger Deep, Marianas Trench Gipsy
Danger Trivia Striker Eureka was initially chosen as The Hero of Jaeger Film, but Guillermo del Toro found his appearance too cold and arrogant. [1] Forward Eureka's body language is modeled after Oakland Raider's Cornerback, Lester Hayes. [1] According to Gullermo del Toro Strike Eureka is re-coloured and coloured from grey to
cameo green and earthy tones with the Australian hinterland in mind. [1] The name of the Eureka attacker probably refers to the Eureka rebellion, a rebellion by Australian miners against colonial authorities sometimes associated with the birth of democracy in Australia. By the end of the film, Striker Eureka has a total of eleven murders
with the death of Scunner at the hands of a thermonuclear bomb. [3] It is possible that striker Eureka never fully activated the Sting-Blades in the film because the sea waters did not evaporate when Jaeger used the blades against Slattern. The Eureka striker is the only Jaeger to fight Kaiju during the day sequence in the film. Striker
Eureka is a downloaded character in Pacific Rome: Video Game. [7] NECA's Pacific Rim Series Two includes striker eureka action figure. NECA's slogan for striker Eureka is Scrapping Soldier. [8] NECA also 18 and Ultimate Version. Image gallery gallery available for Notes Screencap: [...] immediately appear about the disiling of The
Eureka Attacker, the last active Jaeger in the Anzac Reference Reference
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